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Sweet Jesus! I am an Advocate!
- Francis Okaformbah
A popular local politician was hanging around in a mall one day, when a well-dressed
business man walked up to him and asked for a small favour.
"Hi!" said the fellow, introducing himself as Mr. Michaels. "I'm having a very important
business meeting in a few minutes down this hall and it's very important that I
impress them. If you can just come over during our meeting and say hello I would be
forever indebted to you"
So that's how a few minutes later. This politician who likes to give long speeches, got
to the hall, with a big smile on his face and walked over to this fellow, "Hi Michaels!..."
He said.
He barely got the words out of his mouth when Mr Michaels looked up with an
annoyed expression on his face, "Don't bother me now Chris. Can't you see I'm in the
middle of an important meeting?" The politician left.
Yea. Michaels made a great impression to his meeting colleagues but at the expense of
the politician. I don’t feel pity for the politician they are all the same but sometimes, I
am or get treated like the politician. Especially when I try helping people. My kind of
person is one that is willing to help and humble too. And according to
16personalities.com; a Free personality test, type descriptions, relationship and career
advice website, my personality is that of an advocate kind.

Hello! We are pleased to send you
this Customers Only monthly issue
of The Business Advisor. It is our
way of saying that you are
important to us and we truly value
your business. Please feel free to
pass this newsletter on to friends
and neighbors. Enjoy!

Monthly Jokes
The Wife
At 2am my wife wakes me to ask "do
you ever wish you had married
someone else" and I said "yes, my
mattress" stunned she screeched
"Your mattress? Why the hell would
you want to marry your mattress" and
I replied "Cause at least it lets me get
a good night's sleep!"

Alibi (Alobam)
A woman didn't come home one
night, the next morning she told her
husband she had slept over at a
friend's house. The man
called his wife's 10 best friends, none
of them knew about it.
A man didn't come home one night,
the next morning he told his wife he
had slept over at a friend’s house.
The woman called her husband's 10
best friend, eight confirmed that he
had slept at their place, and two
swore that he was still there.
Now! That's a true alobam. +

An Advocate personality as reported by the site is: someone with the Introvert,
….. Continued on Page 2 strip
* pic is newly elevated SANs courtesy of newswirelawandevents.com
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Welcome Message!
What has been your strategy this year?
Low key fuck 2020! Yep! Because it has been a disaster for so many
individuals and businesses. Low key fuck 2020! Is actually a song title by the
way, courtesy of a foreign fast rising music artiste Avenue Best. On the other
side however, there are others that 2020 has been a great year, anyway!
Like play like play, we have entered the second half of the year and before
you know it we’ll be celebrating Christmas in less than 2 weeks. What has
been your strategy this year? In business and in life.
In this edition of The Business Advisor Newsletter. We get into the nitty
gritty of business, health and wealth. Not missing out the fun and
entertainment too. From the lead story down to the back-page article, we
mention several strategies you can adopt in your business and life as 2020
rolls down.
Of particular importance is Uche Lotanna-Anajemba piece on using the
global Covid-19 Pandemic to win in business and our piece on Ghost writing
and how it can help you.
We believe you will enjoy this edition as usual. Feel free to get in touch with
your comments, questions and feedback. Using the opportunity to wish all
Muslim Faithful a happy Sallah celebration.
Enjoy!
-

Francis Okaformbah
CEO/Head marketing Dept.
Chief Editor

*Send your questions and feedback to newsletters@siscomedia.com.ng.

ANNOUNCEMENT!
We have moved to a new office at Platinum Hub, 13 Olufemi Street, Off
Ogunlana Drive, Masha, Surulere, Lagos. You are welcome to visit.
Please call first.
Francis’s newest book; A to Z of Goal setting, 37 days to setting goals
and reaching them easily, will be out soon. You can register to get a free
copy at www.FrancisOkaformbah.com/az

Sweet Jesus! I am an
Advocate! – Francis Okaformbah
Intuitive, Feeling, and
Judging personality traits.
They tend to approach life
with deep thoughtfulness
and imagination. Their
inner vision, personal values, and a quiet,
principled version of humanism guide
them in all things.
The Advocate personality type is very
rare, making up less than one percent of
the population, but they nonetheless leave
their mark on the world. Advocates have
an inborn sense of idealism and morality,
but what sets them apart is that they are
not idle dreamers. These individuals are
capable of taking concrete steps to realize
their goals and make a lasting positive
impact.
People with this personality type tend to
see helping others as their purpose in life.
Advocates can often be found engaging in
rescue efforts and doing charity work.
However, their real passion is to get to the
heart of the issue so that people need not
be rescued at all.
Advocates indeed share a unique
combination of traits. Though softspoken, they have very strong opinions
and will fight tirelessly for an idea they
believe in. They are decisive and strongwilled, but will rarely use that energy for
personal gain.
Advocates will act with creativity,
imagination, conviction, and sensitivity
not to create an advantage, but to create
balance. Egalitarianism and karma are
very attractive ideas to Advocate
personalities. These types tend to believe
that nothing would help the world so
much as using love and compassion to
soften the hearts of tyrants.
Nothing lights up Advocates like creating
a solution that changes people’s lives.
Advocates find it easy to make
connections with others. They have a
talent for warm, sensitive language,
speaking in human terms, rather than with
pure logic and fact.
It makes sense that their friends and
colleagues will come to think of them as
quiet Extraverted personality types.
… continued on strip page 3
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The Global Post COVID-19 Economy - Uche Lotanna-Anajemba
The thing we most feared has come upon us. COVID19 has become our common
enemy globally as we battle a pandemic that crept in quietly and upturned the
world as nothing has in recent decades.
Across the globe, the world is in a mad scramble to execute preventive measures
to contain the spread of the virus, produce testing kits for early detection, trial
vaccines on humans, and find a cure as thousands of people worldwide succumb
to this strange infection. Centres for disease control (CDC) budgets are being
quadrupled for monitoring and surveillance activities. Historically after every
recession, depression, or another economic downfall, the new world order will
always arise. Times of crisis are opportunities for wealth creation and economic
reshaping. Would we choose to stay on the sidelines and become a casualty of the
‘infodemic’ or choose to be on the side of thinkers who will emerge winners at the
end of this crisis?
Let me share a few thoughts on my mind.
Research and development departments of health agencies and industries: The
stimulus budget for battling the pandemic era is several times bigger than most
countries’ budgets. During and post-pandemic, research skills would become a
highly sought-after skill and a premium paid for it. There would be a spike in
recruitment and service opportunities in this space and related industries. This
may be the time to offer your services for free by volunteering in a sector or job at
the forefront of battling the pandemic to gain experience.
Virtual Learning Systems: Schools across the world and all levels of education
have cancelled all in-person sessions indefinitely to curtail the spread of the virus.
However, learning cannot stop, so there will be a new focus on the use of virtual
classroom solutions to serve a broader market. We might find some courses
never return to formal classroom sessions. Therefore, the time to churn out
digital learning solutions and position in that space is now, with the virtual
knowledge-based industry estimated to run into several billions of dollars. A
recent report by Tech has estimated that the worldwide e-learning market is
projected to worth $325 Billion in 2025. In 2017, approximately 77% of US
corporations used online learning, but 98% planned to incorporate it into their
program by 2020. It is now safe that assume that with the closures of institutions
of education, this is the time to develop and launch robust hosting platforms for elearning.

Referrals: We love
Referrals.
We want to use this opportunity to thank
some of the lovely people that have
constantly being referring clients our way.
- Dr. MaryJoan Nwaogu
Help refer clients to us. Share this
newsletter, share our numbers and emails.
You can also do so by visiting
http://siscomedia.com.ng/refer

Upcoming Events
Schedule
▪ Free Goal Setting Course (Web
Class), Thur, July 30th 2020 - Fri.
July 10.30AM
Venue: Online
Interested in any of these events? Send an
email to service@siscomedia.com.ng

Sweet Jesus! I am an
Advocate!...
… continued from page 2 strip

However, they would all do well to
remember that Advocates need time
alone to decompress and recharge, and
not to become too alarmed when they
suddenly withdraw.
I am in good company because some
well-known advocates (listed on the site
by the way) are Nelson Mandela,
Mother Theresa and even Jon Snow (of
the famous Games of Throne Series).

Mental health and Counselling: The number of infected and sick people globally
has put a significant strain on the mental health industry. Organizations have had
to hire counsellors and psychologists to deal with the effects on their workforce.
This is the time to finally get that certification required to become a professional
coach, behavioural therapist or counsellor earning sustainable passive income
while still helping people become the best version of themselves or working
through their challenges to a place of recovery.
Internet Service Providers : If virtual solutions are on the rise, the internet is no
longer a luxury but an essential requirement for survival. The big and global
technology companies have poured in millions of beefing up infrastructure to
serve millions of consumers. Internet Service Providers should look to roll out
cheap and affordable packages for home use. Organizations may cut down on
their required bandwidth if work from home solutions become the new normal so
while revenues may dip on that end, expect to see a sharp rise in data bundles for
home use so technology enthusiasts ought to position in this space to provide
equipment, services, and allied products.
https://flutterwave.com/ng/blog/business-stories/the-global-post-covid-19economy-by-uche-lotanna-anajemba

Business Quote of the Month
“I long to accomplish a great and noble task but my chief duty is to accomplish
small tasks as if they were great and noble. “ – Helen Keller.

Personality type tests are good because
it’s a quick means to learn more about
what people are good at and whether
they will succeed in certain roles or not.
It can also be used for your own selfreflection and understanding your own
behavioral patterns and why you tend to
do the things you do. You can visit
www.16personalities.com to get a free
test for yourself and even employees. +
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3 Social media trends you need to know about (2)
Would you like to start building your very own effective and well-targeted social media
marketing campaign? In last edition we talked about the social landscape becoming
increasingly fragmented, and getting more and more difficult for businesses to know where to invest their time, effort
and money. We talked about the dominance of messengers and the Integration of Platforms. Today we’ll conclude
with;
3. The Evolution of Video
Video is probably last and this years’ hottest topic in social media, but we can't talk about 'video' in simple terms
anymore. Is a video without audio - specially designed to engage Facebook users in-feed for a few seconds via
autoplay - the same as a one-hour content epic such as a Red Bull extreme sports documentary?
Is live-streaming the same as pre-recorded video? Where does 360° video fit in? And should we be looking at VR as
part of our 'video' plans, or should it sit somewhere entirely different in the organisation?
These are all very important questions, but there's a danger that they're distracting us. We need to remind ourselves
that our job is not to compete with Martin Scorsese or Steven Spielberg. Even if you work for one of the big movie
studios, a marketer's job is not to make movies. A marketer's job is to influence potential consumers' attitudes, beliefs
and behaviours.
Video can sometimes help with that, but - for marketers - video (and all other kinds of content for that matter) is only
ever a means to an end.
So, if you want to greatly increase your ROI from social video, brief for outcomes, not outputs. If you're convinced that
you need video - and remember that it's definitely not mandatory - ensure that you're using it to address real
business challenges and audience needs. Don't get caught in the trap of building content to entertain people simply to
improve 'reach' or 'engagement' metrics.
Hopefully practicing these 3 new social media practices can lead to more profits, productivity and promoting of your
message. Act on them today!

Try our Special offer on running your social media campaign for just N35,000 monthly is still available. Send
an email now to service@siscomedia.com.ng or call 07031857044

Book review: Yankari – A Misadenture
When last did you read a fictional book, especially one of action and adventure? One so full of suspense, plot twists
and turns? That’s what Yankari; a Misadventure is all about. The novel is about a group of students from Lagos, who
embark on a fun, adventurous excursion trip to Yankari National Park in Bauchi. In the course of their trip during a
safari tour, their guide out of arrogance and lust, puts them in danger. He is killed by a wild animal and they get lost
with half of the students being separated from the other half.
The first half were rescued quickly. The story follows the adventure of the later half, who amid terror, pride, tribal
bigotry, consistent condescending attitudes and irresponsibility make efforts to be found and wander further and
further into the wild savannah lands, where they have dangerous and supernatural encounters with the wild animals,
an international kidnapping syndicate and an unusual breed of animal.
Would they be rescued alive? Can they muster up courage and save themselves? Can teen love survive hardship and
pain? Well, you have to find out by purchasing the book. And its affordable too.
The book can be enjoyed by young adults and adults alike. It is authored by
Doctor Tansi and was published in July of 2019 by Siscomedia Ltd. It has over
242 pages. There has been rave reviews and praise from several readers and
even contemporary authors.
You can get a copy of the book delivered to your doorstep by ordering for it here
www.doctortansi.com/doctor. And if you prefer digital versions of the book
you can also order from the site or from popular local ebook platforms like
okadabooks.com and bambooks.io. You won’t regret getting this fun,
entertaining book.
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Customer Case Study/ Success Story:
Successful entry into the Real Estate Market with a Radio Show powered by a
Blog and Podcast.
- by Francis Okaformbah
This segment on our newsletter
called customer case studies is
where we highlight successful
clients and how and where we
have helped them achieve their
successes. Also a new content
channel on Youtube, where we
interview local businesses and
organisations of all kinds is being
launched as you read.
…..
Real Estate in Nigeria is on the rise.
In Lagos alone for the past 10 years,
there has been a rush for lands and
building your own house to become
a landlord in several places like
Lekki, Ibeju-Lekki, Epe, Agbara and
even Mowe.
Places like Ogun, Abuja and even
Awka are also experiencing this
boom, with new estates, malls and
more springing up on a daily.

The project was stopped half way.
Well! Our relationship continued.
After leaving the organization
handling the project for the
Catholic Archdiocese of Lagos,
Ambrose set up his Real Estate
radio show (under his business
name -Kigam Business Services
Ltd) with him being the chief
presenter and a professionally
designed blog,
www.propertysquareradio.com
and podcast shows to go along with
the radio show.
The podcast hosted recordings of
each episode of the radio show.
Listeners of His radio show (metro
FM in Lagos and ITV radio in
Benin) who missed the programme
when it aired could come online at
their convenience to listen to the
episode or replay any episode of
their choice they want.

Like many entrepreneurs and career
people, Ambrose Igboke, a journalist
and popular public analyst on radio
and various TV shows, saw the
opportunity in the real estate market
and decided to create a niche for
himself, using our services.

www.propertysquareradio.com
Ambrose on TVC news Newspaper
review morning show
Our relationship with Mr Ambrose
has been a long one transcending
from official to even personal. We
met during the project run of
creating an official database and
registration portal for the Catholic
Archdiocese of Lagos 6 years ago.

That’s not all. We were also
responsible for managing
successfully the social media
campaign of the brand. This
included live tweeting and live
posting on Facebook each time the
episode was on air (to gain traction
and virality on social media),
increasing followership and likes,

creating content for the social
media pages and so much more.
That’s not all, Mr Ambrose Igboke
has also been a great referrer of
new clients and businesses to us.
You know what they say. People
don’t want their reputation soiled
hence they won’t refer you if you
are not good. They only refer
business to you if they are satisfied
with your service and trust you to
deliver.
He has been a consistent referrer of
business to us, over the years, that
last year we had to reward him with
an award and great recognition at
the book launch event of our
CEO/head of Marketing. See the
picture below.
Propertysquare is currently off air
as Amrbose Igboke now works with
an International Humanitarian
Organisation in Enugu state. Plans
are actually in gear to make the
programme an internet-based radio
show only. Definitely
Propertysquare show will make a
comeback soon.

A Representative (right) receiving
the award on behalf of Mr Ambrose
Igboke (middle is Francis
Okaformbah and left, Mr Sobowale
Tunde, chairman of the occasion)

You can log in to
https://www.mixcloud.com/Proper
tysquare18/ to listen or learn
about the different segments of the
radio show.
End
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What Ghostwriting Can Do For your Business.
– Ugo Sabastine, ugochukwu.azonobii@siscomedia.com.ng

First and Foremost what is ghost writing? Ghostwriting is the process of writing for a project that will be credited to
someone else. The creator in this case is called a ghostwriter, and they may complete the entire project or act as a
“partial” ghostwriter who works with the publicly named author — but either way, the ghostwriter's own name will
not appear in the byline.
Most ghostwriters are hired to write literary or journalistic works, speeches, or other texts that are officially credited
to another person as the author. Celebrities, executives, participants in timely news stories, and political leaders
often hire ghostwriters to draft or edit autobiographies, memoirs, magazine articles, or other written material.
Some advantages ghostwriting can confer on your business or personality include:
+ Prestige of being a Publisher or Author (without even writing a single word)
There is an element of prestige around being a published writer. I must admit, when someone tells me they're the
author of XYZ book I have new found respect for them.
+ Custom, curated content.
When working with a ghostwriter, you will have thoughtfully created, custom content unique to you or your firm.
When you hire a ghostwriter, you have peace of mind knowing that they are an experienced professional writer who
understands your industry, audience and ideas.
+ Flexibility on how involved you are.
Working with ghostwriters means your involvement in the creative process can be flexible. You can be as hands-on,
or hands-off as you want to be.
With Ghost writing you can become a thought leader in your niche or industry thus providing more income for your
business. Why not give it a try today? +

Set Goals Where You Need Them Most.
There are several lessons to learn from how the 1st half of this year went. Some of which are you can’t predict how
life turns and turns. But you can have a semblance of normality and predictability in your life, when you have goals
you are working on. Which you can adjust for or against with time.
For a lot of us, majority of problems stem from the fact that we don’t have goals of our own and are either living life
AWOL or are always in the habit chasing goals set for us by other people. You have to take charge of your life and
your situation. One way to do that is to set a goal for your life, business or family. The process of setting goals will
help you identify your problems and gain clarity concerning the key aspects of your life. Goal-setting will help you
fine-tune and re-adjust your mentality, among many other things.
A study carried out at Yale University in America turned up the following results:
•
First, the researchers ask members of a class of 1953 if they had specific, written, long-term goals.
•
Only 3% did.
•
20 years later, the researchers contacted the same graduates to see what happened to them.
•
The 3% with goals had lives that were measurably better than the other 97% of their classmates who had no
goals.
•
The 3% who had set specific goals had accumulated more personal wealth than the other 97% put together.
Start resetting your programmes and objectives as it concerns 2020. See if there are things you can shift over to the
year and work on others. Re-strategize now because the only constant thing in life is change.
END
---------To design a picture-perfect 2020 for the rest of the remaining months of the year, you need goals in different areas of life.
Receive instant clarity on what areas of your life need improvement with our next Goal setting Online course. See Event
page on the strip of page 3 for more details.
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Biz Tools: Back up your files automatically.
Google Drive – With Google Drive you can sync your computer or mobile
phones files and have them backed up automatically at given periods or
intervals. You can set the period to daily, weekly or monthly and its even free.
Never lose your important files again. You can even pay affordably for more
space if you need. Try it today. +

6 Things You Need to Know Before
Commissioning or Building A Mobile App (2)
Last month we started a 3-part series on what you need to know to be able to
commission or develop a mobile able properly. This is vital before you do
information about apps you should know about. Here is the second part of the
article.
3) Know your monetization options.
An app can play many different roles for your business and your bottom line.
Generating revenue directly off the app is an obvious one, while others may
simply be serving as a resource for your audience, or indirectly assisting other
phases of your sales funnel and increase your brand’s reach.
What role do you want your app to play in your business model? If you are
planning to make money directly from your app, this is the time to look at the
app monetization models:

Info-Mart
Do You Want a Rich Spouse,
Business partner or Friend?
“Success in Life is a measure of who you
know than on what you know.” As much as
many people will like to disagree with this
statement. It is actually very much true.
Success sometimes depends on who you
know particularly if you are born as a
Nigerian. Now what if I tell you that you can
easily meet a new rich client (not Dangote
rich but still rich), or a smashing hot single
lady or a handsome rich dude that yearns to
watch sports and argue over beer and music
with you about it. Would any of these change
your life right now?
Just because you are broke or poor doesn’t
mean you don’t deserve good things. A long
term client of ours partnered with a friend of
his and came up with the secret of meeting
these people in a book titled; How To Meet
The Rich

Freemium apps – These apps are free to download, but certain features and
contents are locked, and they can only be accessed through a purchase. Most
productivity app use this model, e.g; Evernote.
Paid (premium) apps – The user needs to purchase the app from the app store in
order to use it. Because of the cost barrier of this model, a mobile marketing
strategy is critical to demonstrate the unique, superior value compared to the
free apps. eg. Tiny scanner pro
In-app purchases – This model works by using the app to sell digital or physical
products as a mobile commerce sales channel. Most games apps uses this route.
Subscriptions – This model is similar to freemium apps, but brings a benefit of a
recurring stream of revenue. e.g: Netflix
In-app ads – This is possibly the simplest model of all because there is no cost
barrier for the user. As with any advertising space, it’s important to never
sacrifice user experience in order to gain more ad space.
Sponsorships – This model usually becomes possible when you achieve a solid
user base, as it allows you to partner with specific brands and advertisers. It is a
win-win situation because brands pay for user actions, and your app generates
further engagement for the user.
As with any other choice, each path has benefits and disadvantages. While your
decision now can be changed later, it’s important you gain a solid understanding
of all the models first, and steer your mobile app development based on what
aligns with your business best.
… to be concluded next edition
------------------

In need of a mobile app to improve your productivity or generate more
income for your business during these times? Give us a call or send an
email.

Fabian Eni and Chinedu Azuh have not only
sold thousands of copies of this book to
satisfied customers (of course we were
instrumental in achieving this) but have
successfully used these secrets. Psssstttt! One
of the Authors got married recently to a sexy
rich lady and the other travelled abroad on
business for free! (See these stories on page
V, i.e. Introduction, of the book)
You too can change your life in a flash by
meeting a rich person and for a limited time
only can get the book - How To Meet The
Rich for just N3000 (minus delivery charges).
See www.HowToMeetTheRich.com/author
for more details.
PS: Hurry and order now. The Authors only
provided us with a few copies for sale (call
07031857044 for faster service).
PPS: N3000 is less than a month cable TV
subscription or the amount you spend on data
monthly but it can change your life today +
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Siscomedia Ltd
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+ (234)7031857044, 09083599301
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Testimonials
“Siscomedia Ltd is a reliable company and one of the reasons why I would recommended them to a friend is because
the service is great and at per with that of competitors”
-Sam Amaechi, profitsbase.com blog.
We would love to have your testimonials published here. Send them to us.
SURVEY!
It’s the 27th edition of our monthly newsletter. Did you find this edition enlightening and interesting? Send comments and
feedback to: newsletters@siscomedia.com.ng

Help keep COVID-19 at bay: 10
healthy habits and behaviours
From the desk of:
Francis Okaformbah
CEO, Head Marketing Dept.
The dreaded virus is still with us though many are ignoring it and
living as if nothing is going to happen. Here are some healthy
habits and behaviours you should still practice.

The Secret to making your Business
3xs More Successful Than it
Currently Is, Inspite of a Pandemic
or Recession…Write a Book!
You too can become an Author and enjoy the
privileges and benefits that come with it.. all
without writing a single word. Call 07031857044
now for enquiries.

COPYRIGHT 2020

SISCOMEDIA LTD

1. Shower regularly, because COVID-19 can live on surfaces for
days.
2. Don’t bite your fingernails or rub your eyes. If you’ve got
young kids, discourage them from thumb-sucking.
3. Try not to scratch your face, head or body.
4. Wash all fresh fruits and vegetables before eating them.
5. Don’t litter – either inside or outside your home. You don’t
want to raise the risk of illness for family members, waste
management workers or trash pickers.
6. Remove all leftovers, trash, masks and gloves from your car
and dispose of them.
7. Maintain good hygiene while growing out hair, beards or nails,
or using hair and face accessories.
8. Cover your face when coughing or sneezing to avoid spreading
germs.
9. Wash your hands after using restrooms, being in public places
such as filling stations and grocery stores, or using elevators.
10. Clean your cellphone and computer devices, along with desk
spaces. +
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